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		Covers Libyan history from the prehistoric period through the Phoenician, Roman, and Islamic/Ottoman periods to Italian colonization, independence, and the 2011 uprising and civil war.

	
		Libya experienced its own Arab Spring in February of 2011, ultimately leading to a civil war in which different groups have since been vying for power. How did the events of Libya's past lead to this point?

	
		This addition to the Greenwood Histories of the Modern Nations series takes a chronological approach to examining Libyan history. Considering the history of Libya from its earliest times to the present, it features government records, memoirs, and diaries and provides a general overview of the history of Libya as well as a discussion on geography. While not discounting the contributions of traders and invaders to Libya's history, this book, unlike others, identifies and traces the histories of indigenous Libyans, showcasing their achievements while situating them within the broader context of contact with Libya had by groups of people from Europe to the Arabian Peninsula. By demonstrating that Libyans had their own unique history prior to colonization, the book works to essentially decolonize Libyan history. Rounding out the chapters are a timeline, glossary, appendix of notable people, and annotated bibliography.

		
			Includes a timeline of significant events, providing students with an at-a-glance overview of Libya's history
	
			Provides reads with an appendix of Notable People in the History of Syria that has brief biographies of those who have made important contributions to the country's history
	
			Presents photos and maps to provide additional context and support the text
	
			Offers an annotated bibliography with detailed information on resources for further research
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Business Process Implementation for IT Professionals and ManagersArtech House Publishers, 1999
The King is dead; long live the King! That famous cry sums up most aspects of modern business practice. The previously existing competitive environment, scope, internal structures, and automation support needs of an enterprise have disappeared and been replaced by other sets of conditions and requirements. In time, those needs, too, will...
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MongoDB Applied Design PatternsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Whether you’re building a social media site or an internal-use enterprise application, this hands-on guide shows you the connection between MongoDb and the business problems it’s designed to solve. You’ll learn how to apply MongoDb design patterns to several challenging domains, such as ecommerce, content...
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Wireless Web Development, Second EditionApress, 2002

	Rischpater's second edition has new coverage of HTML, WAP 2.0, XML, Palm's WCA and iMode in detail and improves the text of the first edition with time-tested information.


	THE WIRELEss WEB is here to stay. More than a billion people now use wireless

	devices, up from a paltry 200 million devices when I wrote the first...
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PHP 5 in PracticeSams Publishing, 2006
With the release of PHP 5 web developers need a guide to developing with PHP 5 to both learn its complex new features and more fully implement the long-standing features on which PHP's success is built. PHP 5 in Practice is a reference guide that provides developers with easy-to-use and easily extensible code...
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Intelligent Tutoring Systems: 10th International Conference, ITS 2010, Pittsburgh, PASpringer, 2010

	The 10th International Conference on Intelligent Tutoring Systems, ITS 2010, continued
	the bi-annual series of top-flight international conferences on the use of advanced
	educational technologies that are adaptive to users or groups of users. These highly
	interdisciplinary conferences bring together researchers in the learning sciences,...
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Instant Node.js StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Program your scalable network applications and web services with Node.js with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Learn how to use module patterns and Node Packet Manager (NPM) in your applications

...
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